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unpopular figure, but incidentally leaving the field open for
Marlborough's military ambition. The Princess Anne, who
now succeeded to the English throne, was in the hands of
Marlborough's wife and of Marlborough himself; and if the
position she inherited could be made to lead to open war
Marlborough, who knew the talents he had in him, would have
the chance of playing a principal part in that war.
Maryborough's Wars. Mariborough had his way, and
his great career as a soldier forms the chief interest of the
twelve years of Anne's reign. It is therefore with the foreign
aspect of that reign that we must deal before we speak of its
domestic incidents.
Anne having succeeded to the throne in March 1702, war
was declared immediately afterwards, and Marlborough was ap-
pointed commander-in-chief of the combined Dutch and English
forces. He was already a man of fifty-two, with a sufficient but
not very conspicuous military reputation, when fortune thus
put a great opportunity for fame into his hands. For ten years
he was to fight with a record of winning every action he under-
took—whether in the field or in siege work or in attack upon
lines. It is the most complete military career in the history of
modern times.
The political effect of such splendid victories has been in-
evitably exaggerated: Louis XIV obtained in spite of them the
object of his desperate struggle and retained nearly the whole of
the Spanish Empire for his grandson. Further, the difficulties
he had to meet in facing the great coalition against him, at the
end of his life and with his resources so largely diminished,
would in any case have threatened him with disaster; but it is
true to say that but for Marlborough's genius as a soldier
Louis XIV's success might have been more complete. To say,
as is often said, that on account of that genius die Continental
enemies of Louis, notably Austria, were saved from complete
overthrow is nonsense. Louis had no chance of recovering the
dominating position he had formerly held, but it was Marl-
borough's genius which made the difference between the partial
success of Louis' difficult defensive and what might have been
a more complete success. He prevented Belgium becoming
French.
Marlborough's talents showed themselves in a succession of
actions which are as follows:
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